More about the speakers and news
about the programme are available
and are continuously updated on
www.nec2021.eu

Dear Sir or Madam,
We would like to invite you to this year's NEC!
With the beginning of Chernobyl | Fukushima nuclear disasters 35 | 10 years ago, part of the
nuclear industry's construction of lies collapsed. But it isn’t only this disastrous misjudgment
in the area of risk assessment that is a warning feature of the nuclear industry. The use of
nuclear power is always based on fanciful tales, that have already been exposed as
unrealistic, as incorrect prognoses, as brazen presumptuousness, as fatal selfoverestimation. As lies.
Nonetheless, the nuclear lobby is trying to succeed again in the wake of climate change,
especially the younger generation Fridays for Future is openly being manipulated by the
advertising machinery. It is therefore particularly important to us to draw the balance of
both proven as well as foreseeable failures: explaining old, already unmasked tricks and
refurbished propaganda - for everyone who has maybe already forgotten about this – or just
had not known yet!
Simultaneous translation into English, German and Czech is guaranteed.
As always, the conference is free of charge, registration for it is possible until April 27 at
post@atomstopp.at
Since its first edition in 2014, the annual Nuclear Energy Conference has become a
permanent fixture and popular meeting place for the international anti-nuclear movement
as well as for the interested civil society. Under the given circumstances, NEC2021 will take
place as an online conference. Of course, this form cannot replace a face-to-face meeting.
What is favorable, however, is that there is no need for time-consuming, laborious and
possibly cost-intensive journeys.
Whether just for listening or getting involved and having a say: We look forward to many
curious and ambitious participants!
With best regards,
Roland Egger
atomstopp

Gabriele Schweiger
Mütter gegen Atomgefahr

Manfred Doppler
Anti Atom Komitee

Programme
12:30 – Opening of the virtual conference room
13:00 – Opening statement and introduction
Landesrat Stefan Kaineder (Councillor of Upper Austria for the Environment)
& Dalibor Stráský (Anti-Nuclear-Appointee of Upper-Austria)
13:30 – Alexander Rosen, Keynote, Germany
Paediatrician and paediatric rheumatologist, IPPNW Germany
Playing down the Risks of Atomic Energy - a Story Written on People's Backs: Chernobyl and
Fukushima - Not yet fully Told
14:10 – Albena Simeonova, Bulgaria
Environmental activist, organic farmer, Head of the Executive Board of the Foundation for
Environment and Agriculture in Bulgaria (FEA)
Eastern Europe – a Perfect Playground for Nuclear Stakeholders
Q & A / Break
15:10 – Sigrid Stagl, Austria
Economist, Chair of the Department of Socio-Economics at WU in Vienna
The Emperor's new Clothes: Nuclear Power and EU-Taxonomy
15:40 – Eva Stegen, Germany
Energy Consultant / Energiewerke Schönau EWS
Refurbished Propaganda of an Expiring Industry – how the Nuclear Lobby abuses Climate
Change
Q & A / Break
16:40 – Arnie Gundersen, USA, South Carolina
Engineer and former corporate officer in the atomic industry – Whistleblower since the
1990s; Together with Maggie Gundersen operation of NPO ‚Fairewinds Energy Education‘
National & International Nuclear Regulators. Who Do They Protect? Not People, but the
Atomic Industry. View from an Insider & Whistleblower
17:10 – Linda Pentz Gunter, UK / USA, Maryland
Founder and international specialist of NPO ‚Beyond Nuclear‘
The forgotten human faces of the Atomic Lie: to begin at the beginning
Panel and audience discussion until 19:00

